Celebrate Agriculture!
Agriculture is the science of growing crops and raising livestock. And guess what? Agriculture is EVERYWHERE! National Agriculture Week celebrates the choices agriculture provides every day.

WHAT'S FOR LUNCH?
Check out the lunch menu. Circle whether the source is a crop or livestock.

Chicken nuggets: CROP | LIVESTOCK
Mashed potatoes: CROP | LIVESTOCK
Carrots, lettuce, and tomatoes: CROP | LIVESTOCK
Peaches: CROP | LIVESTOCK
Milk: CROP | LIVESTOCK

FIND THE WORD!

CROP
FUEL
ERUTLUCIRGA
OARQYREMRAFI
RNLIESTOCK
ECOQQGPRSZ
BHWTDXWOTC
IELXOYROORJ
FRPFFNGMZC

AGRICHETURE
CROPS
FARMER
FOOD
FUEL
LIVESTOCK
RANCHER

CIRCLE THE WORDS THAT ARE INTERESTING TO YOU!

Computers
Robots
Research
Technology
Designing
Improving
Numbers
Building

Did you circle at least one word? You sound interested in an agriculture career! Explore careers and ways you can be involved in agriculture.

CROP SCIENTIST
• Inspect crops and classify organisms.
• Research crop management methods.

ENGINEER
• Solve problems that are related to how farms work.
• Communicate technical information to suppliers, contractors, or regulatory agents.